
Introduction

Have you ever discovered a musician, writer, book, or television show that completely 
swept you off of your feet? What was it that caught your attention and compelled you so? 

 
How did this fascination and excitement lead you to share with others?

1. No One Worthy (Revelation 5:1-4)

What did the scroll contain? What could be meant by this scroll in the hand of the God 
Almighty?

Why did John weep? Why was an absence of one to open the scroll worthy of tears? 
How should our hearts reflect John’s in this moment?

What would deem one worthy to open this scroll of God?

2.  Worthy is the Lamb Who Was Slain (Revelation 5:5-12)

Who was worthy to open the seals? What is the meaning of the titles ascribed to Him?
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How are we to understand this image of Jesus as a slain lamb?

3.  Worthy is the Lamb Who Stands in the Midst Throne 
(Revelation 5:13-14)

How do verses 13 and 14 describe those who were observing the Lamb? 

What drew such worship from them? How should we respond likewise?

Conclusion

How do you daily recognize and remain aware of your own unworthiness? How 
can you honor and esteem Christ, remembering that your eternity depends 
upon Christ’s worthiness? 

How should this reality about Christ grow us in Christian unity with other 
believers who have all been redeemed by the blood of the Lamb?

How should this finished work of Christ on our behalf compel us to share with 
others who will be lost apart from the truth of the gospel?

Daily Readings
 - Monday - Colossians 1:15    - Thursday - John 16:33
 - Tuesday - 1 Corinthians 15:57  - Friday - Colossians 2:15
 - Wednesday - 1 John 5:4   - Saturday - Proverbs 21:31
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